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Thank you for the opportunity to tell you about the process evaluation study related to the OPAl trial. I would first like to acknowledge my colleagues as co-authors and collaborators on the OPAL trial.
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Aims
To investigate fidelity to intervention delivery, dose 
and uptake in a randomised controlled trial (RCT).

The RCT compares electromyography biofeedback-assisted pelvic 
floor muscle training (BF-PFMT) versus PFMT alone (PFMT).

The process
evaluation asks:

What happens 
clinically in 
intervention delivery 
compared with 
the trial protocol? 

and 

Helps explain 
trial results. 
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The aim of the process evaluation was to check for fidelity in the RCT, this means were the protocols followed as intended – did the BF group get both BF and the PFMT intervention, did the PFMT alone group get just PFMTProcess evaluations are important because they can help explain trial results, in particular they help us know whether the trial did do what it set out to do, did the participants get what they were meant to get – did the trial do a fair test of the interventions or are the trial results due to a failure of intervention delivery.



Design

A mixed methods process evaluation study parallel to a RCT:
• 600 women with stress or mixed urinary incontinence
• Randomised to BF-PFMT or PFMT
• 6 appointments offered in each group

Both interventions included Behaviour Change Techniques 
(BCTs) to support:

• PFMT delivery 
• exercise adherence
• BF use 

Multiple data sources: appointment checklists and audio-
recordings, exercise diaries, therapist interviews.

Mixed methods for analysis
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Process evaluations typically use multiple data sources, both qualitative and quantitative. The OPAL interventions were also underpinned by theoretically informed Behaviour Change techniques, some of these BCTs will be very familiar to you, such as goal setting, so we were checking for delivery of the core PFMT programme, delivery of the BCTs and delivery of the BF, for the BF group.



Results: Delivery & Attendance

93 therapists delivered the interventions, 
300 per group, 23 trial sites. 

Attendance at 6 appointments was 36.9% 
(BF-PFMT) and 35.6% (PFMT). 

Results: Checklists (n = 2450, 68%) 

2450 (68%) checklists returned (similar 
proportions between groups across 
appointments). 

Return decreased from appointment 1 
(91%) to appointment 6 (60%), reflecting 
participant attrition.  
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We also wanted to be sure women got the same number of appointments and that we got a good record of what happened in these appointments 



Results: Adherence (checklists) 

Therapist adherence to teaching PFMT or BF-PFMT (as appropriate) was 
88% in each group (adjusted OR 0.69, 95% CI 0.33 to 1.42). 

Adherence to practicing PFMT, and BF if allocated, during appointments 
was just under 80% in each group (adjusted OR 0.89, 95% CI 0.63 to 1.25). 

Adherence by women to unsupervised home programme was ~ 80% in 
each group: (adjusted OR 0.71, 95% CI 0.43 to 1.16).
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From the checklists we could see that therapist did do what they were meant to do most of the time (88%) and so too did women report doing their exercises at home and that these levels of adherence did not differ between groups. OR are all in same direction, in favour ofCI are wide, suggesting a lot of variation in the data



Results: Use of BCTs (checklists)

Median number of BCTs used per appointment less than number available, 
e.g. appointment 1 had 19 BCTs for PFMT alone, both groups received 18. 

More BCTs used for BF-PFMT group than PFMT-alone group (as intended), 
e.g. appointment 1 had 9 additional BCTs relating to BF, median use was 8. 

Overall pattern of BCT use was consistent with protocol. 

Results: Use of BCTs (Audios, n = 88; 88% of target) 

For BCTs that were audible, therapists used fewer BCTs than those 
available. 

Pattern consistent by group and across appointments; BF-PFMT group 
were heard to receive more BCTs, as consistent with protocol.
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The checklist data also revealed that although not all BCTs were used there was a consistent pattern of use compared with the protocol and the difference between the groups was attributable to the use of BF related BCTs, in other words the BF group got a more, BF intensified session. The audios were only able to capture the audible BCTs – things that could be heard – however the pattern of results was much the same, there were less BCTs used than available but the BF group got more.This slide needs more editing 



Results: Exercise Diaries 

n = 628 returned at least one diary; 
total of 829 BF-PFMT, 799 PFMT diaries. 

Similar proportions returned by each group
across appointments (but decreased as attrition
increased). 

Similar proportion of diaries signed by 
participants and therapists 
(BCT called ‘commitment’) in each group. 

Reasons for not exercising: 
• time 
• forgetting
• other physical health reasons
• menstruation
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We got back a lot of diaries….a similar proportion for each group, with similar numbers being signed, when participants did make comments the reasons for non adherence were as expected – lack of time, forgetting, other health problems and menstruation.  



Results: Therapist interviews (n = 30) 

Symptoms prompted PFMT but symptom improvement = forget PFMT. 

Women’s ‘buy-in’ linked to time and energy available versus competing priorities e.g. 
other health conditions. 

If women (mistakenly) expected BF to stimulate their muscles they were disappointed. 
BF itself was considered motivating in less complex cases. 

Accountability was important (required regular attendance/knowing they were being 
assessed) meant women worked harder than if on their own; accountability maybe
more in BF-PFMT group due to reviewing device data. 

Many women struggled to fit BF into a daily routine, especially those who were time-
constrained, and working mothers in particular: “how do I fit this into my daily life? -
that's the big issue, and you know, we had quite a few conversations about that”. 

BF possibly more suited to goal-orientated women with time and privacy at home to 
use equipment.
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Therapist interviews confirmed much of what we have already reportedBF may work better if only used in clinic, or maybe home BF was key; or maybe BF only appropriate for those who struggled doing PFMT due to very weak muscles/lack of contraction sensation. One thing stood out in the therapist interviews was that the trial challenged the perception that older women would not engage, or would not benefit.Need to summarise more



Key messages

Robust assessment of intervention fidelity and dose. 

Interventions were delivered by therapists & taken up by women. 

BF-PFMT intervention was more intensive than PFMT alone intervention. 

Most women in both groups received BCTs core to delivery of PFMT; no 
apparent inadvertent ‘intensification’ occurred in the PFMT alone group. 

The RCT was a fair test of whether BF could improve women’s outcomes 
over well delivered PFMT intervention. 

Trial results are unlikely due to failure of intervention delivery or uptake.
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This process evaluation was an important element of the OPAL trial, it ensured we had a robust assessment of intervention delivery and ability to judge the ‘dose’ of treatment provided by therapists and taken up by women.We can see in the data that the BF group did get ‘extra’ and that this extra was related to the BF, and that the PFMT alone group did not get contaminated with extras or with BF.We can conclude that OPAL was a fair test of BF-PFMT  and results are unlikely to be due to a failure of the therapists to deliver the intervention or a failure or different rate of uptake by women 
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Thank you
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